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Let 05 be a finite group. Let I(G) be the set of all distinct indices tzi 
(i = 1, 2,..., Y) of centralizers of noncentral elements of (5. Then r is called 
the conjugate type rank of (5. In previous papers we proved the following 
theorems: 
(I) [6] If Y :< 1, then (5 is nilpotent. 
(II) [7] If Y -<I 2, then 6 is solvable. 
(III) [8] If Y = 3 and if ($5 is simple, then CC, is isomorphic with some 
LF(2, 2”t), where nz Y-3 2. The converse is also true. 
In the present paper we prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM. A simple group of conjugate type rank 4 is isomorphic with some 
LF(2, l), where 1 is an odd prime power h&,,er than 5. The converse is also true. 
We introduce an ordering in I(G) as folknvs: let ?z and IZ’ be two elements of 
I(8). Then ?z > n’ if and only if n divides n’. If I(G) has K maximal elements, 
then ($5 is called k-headed. If 05 is r-headed, then 6 is called a group of type I; 
(see [6]). 
In the process of proving our theorem, the following special cases of 
theorems due to Suzuki, Walter and Wang are very useful: 
THEOREM S [ll]. Let (I> be a simple group in zchich the centralizer of any 
involution is 2-closed. If 0 is of conjugate type rank 4, then 03 is isomorphic 
with some LF(2, l), ushere 1 is a Fermat or Mersenne prime and 1 > 7. 
* This wmk is partially supported by NSF GP 9584. 
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THEOREM WA [12]. Let 6 be a simple group with abelian Sylozc 2-sub- 
groups. If CC is of conjugate type rank 4, then 6 is isomorphic with some LF(2, I), 
where 1 is odd and 1 > 7. 
THEOREM WO [ 131. Let 8 be a simple group with metacyclic Sylow 
2-subgroups. If the centralizer of every involution of 6 contains an abelian Sylow 
2-complement and if 6 is of conjugate type rank 4, then 8 is isomorphic with 
some LF(2, 1), where 1 is odd and 1 ;:: 7. 
N~TATIOX AND DEFINITION. Let 6 be a finite group. Z,(6) is the i-th 
center of 6. Z(6) == Zr(G). D(6) is the commutator subgroup of 6. If 6 is 
solvable, then F(6) is the Fitting subgroup of 6. Let X be a subset of 6. 
1 3 ; is the number of elements in X. n(6) is the set of prime divisors of 1 6 /. 
If ,2: is noncmpty, then CsX is the centralizer of 9 in (5. If P == IX), 
Cs.t: -;: Cs~Y. NsX is the normalizer of fi in 6. (X) is the subgroup generated 
by 3. If % = (Xl, (fi) = (X). Let ‘1) be a subset of 6. Then [X, ‘9J] is the 
subset of 6 consisting of ~YIY~rXJ’, where X and Yare elements of 9 and ‘2), 
respectively. A4 proper subgroup 3 of Ci) is called fundamental, if there exists 
an element X of 6 such that 5 = CsS. 3 is called maximal, if 8 is contained 
in no other fundamental subgroups of 6. 8 is called minimal, if 8 contains no 
other fundamental subgroups of 6. 5 is called free, if 3 is maximal and 
minimal. 
1. PRELI~IINARIEs 
Before going into the proof of the theorem, we prove a few propositions. 
Although they are very elementary, they are the keys to the proof of the 
theorem. 
(1.1) Let 6 be a$nite group. Let 5 be a maximal fundamental subgroup of 6 
such that every fundamental subgroup 5’ of 8 properly contained in 3 is minimal. 
Assume that I II : Z(O))] 3 3 and further that 1 II@’ : Z(s))] 3 2 for 
every 5’. Then CsX n 3 is abelian for every element X of 3 - Z(s). 
Proof. To show this we may assume that X is primary. Let X be a 
p-element. By assumption, there exists a primary $-element A of 
Z(g) - Z(6). Let A be a p-element. Then CsAX = CsX n 5 is properly 
contained in 5. Since Cs,4X is minimal, CsAX is the direct product of the 
Hall {p, q}-subgroup and abclian Hall {p, p)-complement (see [6]). By 
assumption, there exists a primary {p, q}‘-element A’ of Z(g) - Z(B). Let A’ 
be an r-element. Therefore, CsX n 5 is the direct product of the Sylow 
p-subgroup and abelian Sylow p-complement 0. By assumption, 6 contains 
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a primaryp’-element Y of CsS f> 8 - Z(3). S . ince the order of Y is prime to 
q or Y, we have that C’sY n $$ = CL\: n g. Hence C.sX n z is abelian. 
(I .2) Let 3 be a maximal fundumentd subgroup qf 6 such that eaery 
fundamental subgroup of (6 propepevly contained in 3 is abelian. Assume that 
/ n(Q) : Z(6))l ;> 2. Then C’sS n 3 is a fundamental subgroup of 6 for 
every element X of 3 ~ Z(s). 
Pwof. If X is primary, then as in the proof of (1. I), we have that CLY n 5 
is a fundamental subgroup of CC,. If S is not primary, then at least one primary 
component I7 of -Y does not belong to Z(G). Since CsS n 3 is contained in 
CsI’ n 3 and since Cslr n 5 is abelian, CsS n 3 ~~7 Csl- n 5. 
(1.3) In (I .2) assume that all the fundamental subgroups of ($3 properly 
contained in 5 hazle the same order-. Then 3 is nilpotent. 
Proof. Hy (1.2) and [6] this is obvious. 
Now let us assume that cfi is a simple group of conjugate type rank ii, vvhcre 
k 4. 13~ [8], 05 is not k-headed. Let e, be the number of conjugacy classes 
of (6 whose indices are 17, (i 1, 2,.... 1:). Then wc have the following 
equation: 
(r) 6 1 = 1 + einr 1. ~~11, + ... -)- e,,.n,, 
It follows from (-k) that (F, is not one-hcadcd. 
I;rom now on we assume that /2 ~- 4. \Vc distinguish two cases: (,i is two- 
headed and three-headed, respectively. ‘I’he latter case is divided into three 
subcases. 
The purpose of this section is to show that this case does not occur. 
(2.1) Let n, and n, be maximal. Let A and B be elemetlts of 6 such that 
05 : Cs-4 = n, and 8 : CsB = n, , respectkely. Then (n, , n2) = 1. 171 
particular, 6 = CsA . CsB. 
Proof. If (72, n,) + I, then the equation (*) in Section I implies that 8 
is not simple. 
(2.2) Both CsA and CsB are not free. 
Proof. By a theorem of Burnside [5, p. 4911 1 C’s,4 ! and 1 CsB 1 are not 
prime powers. Hence, if Csil is fret, then CsA is an abelian Hall subgroup of 
Cc [6]. Therefore, CsA satisfies the following condition: 
(*i-) C&l = CSX’ for every element zY (=1-E) of Csd. 
Hence 6 is not simple [9]. 
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(2.3) JVe may assuwe that i(Aj: : p and I(B)i = q are primes. Then 
p + q, (nl , p) :: I, n1 -I O(mod q), (~2~ , q) := 1 and n3 = O(modp). 
Proof. By (2.1) Csz.I or CsB contains a Sylow p-subgroup of (6. If CsB 
contains a Sylow p-subgroup of (5, then we map assume that z4 belongs to 
CsB. This implies that CsB contains a normal subgroup of (ci containing A. 
Ifp q, then we may assume that 4B = RA. 
(2.4) By (2.2) there exist elements Ly and I’ of CC, such that CsA and 
Cs17 are px.peYly contained in CsA and CsB, respectively. It holds that 
j CsS 1 + O(mod q) 01 that 1 Cs17 1 -+ O(modp). 
Z’roc<f. Assume that 1 CsX ~ = O(mod q) and that 1 CsE’ ~ mm- O(mod p). 
Let 1” (#E) be a g-element of CsX. M’e may assume that Y’B = BY’. 
Now Cs=lY’ = CsI” n Csz4. If ~ Cs17’ 1 = 1 CsB /, then (6 = CsL4 CsY’. 
Since --IT” -1; Y’z4, this shows that 05 is not simple If 1 CsI” [ ~-7 1 (7~~4 1, 
then (tj == CsI” CsB. Since I”B :m- Bl.‘, this shows that (6 is not simple. 
If Cs-3Y7’ -: Csl-‘, then d belongs to Z(CsY’). Hence AB = K-l. Then CC is 
not simple. Therefore, we obtain that Cr, : CsY’ mu. n3 and CC, : Cs~4I” ~~ n4. 
Supposc that (n& , q) = I. Then we may assume that B belongs to Cs-4 I”. 
Since -3 belongs to Z(CsdI-‘), .4B -= B-4. Hence (,? is not simple. Therefore, 
we obtain that q/n3 = O(mod q). 
Let S’ (=/:E) bc a p-element of Cs17. Then, similarly we obtain that 
(fi : CsS’ == n3 , (5 : CsX’H : )15 and that n,/n, -: O(modp). 
Since 03 is two-headed, we have that n3 rz O(mod ni) or (mod nz). By 
S!;mmetry, we may assume that n3 mz= O(mod ni). 
Let Q be a Sylow g-subgroup of Cs,4. Let Z(fE) be an element of Z(D). 
If Csd% ~=: CsA, then Z belongs to CsX. 1Ve can regard Z as 1” in the above 
argument. Then WC must have that 03 : CsZ := n3. This is a contradiction. 
Hence C,sdZ is properly contained in Cs3. Since (Csd : Cs.4Z, y) = 1, we 
obtain that (C, : Cs,4Z = pz3 Regard Cs4% and 2 as CsX and I”, respectively, 
in the above argument. Then we must have that U5 : CsAZ = n, . This is a 
contradiction. 
(2.5) In (2.4) zce hace that ; CsX 1 + O(mod q) and that / CsY I + O(modp). 
Proof. Assume that 1 CsS [ + O(mod 4). Then by (2.4), 1 CsY j + O(modp). 
Let I?’ (T/E) be a g-element of CsX. Then as in (2.4) we obtain that 
CC, : Csl” := ?z3 and that (5 : C&Y = n4 . Since 12 belongs to CsAY’, 
1 CsAl- j L O(modp). Since 1 CsY [ = 1 CsY’ 1 or / CsAY’ 1, this is a 
contradiction. 
(2.6) 1 C’s4 1 + O(mod q) and / CsB I + O(modp). 
Proof. Assume that I Csiz / = O(mod 4). Let Y’ (+E) be a q-element of 
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CU. If C’sBI.’ z Csd, then 1.’ b e ongs to CsS. This contradicts (2.5). If 1 
Cs,‘l17’ is properly contained in CsA, then we may regard CsdY7’ as CS~V. 
Since 1.’ belongs to Cs.41w’, this contradicts (2.5). 
(2.7) Csil and CsB are llall subgvoqs of Q 
Proof. If false, we may assume that there exist a prime Y and a Sylow 
~-subgroup !R of (,j such that Cs.-2 contains % and CsB n 93 -k B. Let 
R (+E) be an element of C’sD n ‘31. Then ! CsR ~ ~.. O(mod $2). This con- 
tradicts (2.6). 
(2.8) Let CsS and Csl’ be properly contained i?l CsA and CsR, respectively. 
Then (at least) one of the following two statfwents is true: 
(i) IT(CsA)I == 2 and CsX contains no Sylow subgroups (-&) qf (fi. 
(ii) n(CsB)j :- 2 and CsL’ contains no Sylow subgroups (#E) of (6. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then wc show that CsS and C’sl- contain 
Sylow subgroups (#E) of 6. Then cci is of isolated type and hence is not 
simple [6]. 
UT:e may assume that ) fl(Cs,-1)! J 3 and that CsX contains no Svlow 
subgroups (#E) of (6. 
First we show that CsA is nilpotent. 
Let T # p be a prime divisor of I CsA 1, 5% a Sylow r-subgroup of Cc 
contained in Csil and R ( ;:I;:) an element of Z(g). Cs,4R is contained in c’s.3 
and contains %. Hence we obtain that CsA :- CsAR -= CsR, and that Z(%) 
is contained in Z(Csd). Therefore, we also can remove the restriction Y + p. 
If Z(s) =-: %, then by the transfer theorem of Burnside [5, p. 4191, WC obtain 
that Ns91 contains CsA properly. Then Ns!R is a Frohenius group with 
Cs.4 ~7 C’s% the kernel. By a theorem of Thompson [5, p. 4991, C’s*< is 
nilpotent. Hence we may assume that Z(‘%) =/- % for every Y. Let R’ be an 
clement of 5% -- Z(s). Then CsAR’ properly contains Z(Cs.4) and is properly 
contained in CsA. Thus we have that 1 n(CsX : Z(CsA))I = 1 n(Z(Cs.l))j ::: 3. 
Hence by (I .3) CsA is nilpotent. 
Next we show that Csiz satisfies the condition (++) in (2.2). 
Let I7 (SE’) be an element of Csd. In order to show that CsY is contained 
in CsA, we may assume that Y is a primary element, say, an r-element. Let 
$Ji and G be the Sylow r-subgroup and Sylow r-complement of Csd, 
respectively. Then CsY contains G and ) CsY ! = ~ CsA 1. CsY is nilpotent 
by 2 theorem of Wielandt [5, p. 2851. 
Xow assume that CsY f CM. Let 9X, be the Sylow v-subgroup of CsY. 
Then !R + 92, . Let S (+E) be an element of Z(G). Then CsS contains G 
and 1 CsS : / Cr.4 1. CsS is nilpotent by a theorem of Wielandt [5, p. 2851. 
Since CsS contains $3 and !Nr , this is a contradiction. 
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Therefore, by [9], 8 is not simple. 
(2.9) Assume that / ZI(C’sA)~ 3 3. Then it holds: 
(i) Cs;l is not nilpotent; 
(ii) Z(CsA) is a p-group; 
(iii) CsX is abelian and contains a Sylou! p-comnplement of Csil; and 
(iv) CsA is solvable. 
Proyf. (i) Suppose that Csiz is nilpotent. Then by the proof of (2.8) we 
obtain that CsA satisfies the condition (**) in (2.2). Then 6 is not simple. 
(ii) Suppose that Z(Csd) is not primary. Let k’ be an element of 
Csd --- Z(CsA). We show that Csz4 r\ CsY is abelian. 1l:e may assume that I’ 
is an u-element, where r is a prime distinct fromp. Then Cs-4 n CsI’ 2 Cs,-l Y. 
Since CsAY is minimal, CsrZY is the direct product of a Hall {p, r)-subgroup 
with an abelian Hall {p, r]-complement 5. If 6 is contained in Z(CsA), then 
G is a Hall {p, r)-complement of Cs-4. Let S (#E) be an s-element of G, 
where s is a prime. Then C’s9Z’ = CsS’T7. As above, CsSY contains an 
abelian Hall {s, r}-complement as its direct factor. Hence CsizY is nilpotcnt 
and a Sylow r-complement Z is abelian. If Z is contained in Z(Cs.-l), then Z is 
a Sylow r-complement of CSA. Then Cs.4 is nilpotent against (i). Hence 2 
contains an r,-element Yi not belonging to %(CsA), where yI is a prime. \Ve 
can find a pi-clement ‘4, (SE) of Z(CsJ), where p, is a prime distinct from Y 
and r1 Then Cs14T = : CsA,Y, . Since Cs,il,Yi contains an abelian Sylow 
~-subgroup, CsdY is abclian. Hence we may assume that E contains an 
F,-element I’i not belonging to Z(Cs&4), where y1 is a prime. Then 
Cs.lJ7 -= CSAE; . Since CsdYi contains an abelian Hall {p, r}-complement 
as its direct factor, CsAI- is nilpotent and the Sylow p-complement Z is 
abelian. By assumption we may assume that there exists a p,-element A, (=+ E) 
of Z(CSil), where p, is a priine distinct from p and (or Y,). ‘Then 
Cs;3 1’ 7 CsB,I’. As above, Csd,Y contains an abelian Sylow p,-complement. 
Thus C’s3 Y7 is abelian. 
By (1.3) Csd is nilpotent against (i). 
(iii) Let Y #: p be a prime divisor of 1 Csd 1, 4% a Sylow r-subgroup of 
Csi-l and R (+=E) an element of Z(!R). Then by (ii) Cs,4R contains 91 and is 
properly contained in CsS. Since CsAR is minimal, Cs,4R contains an 
abelian Hall {p, r}-complement 6 as its direct factor. Take an s-element 
,Y (fZ<) of 6, where s is a prime. Then CsilR =- Cs4S. CsSS contains 
an abelian Hall {p, sj-complement as its direct factor. Thus CsL4R is nilpotent 
and the Sylow p-complement is abelian. If CsS is not contained in Cs,4, then 
I CsS ) ~- j Csi-l I. By the above argument, Cs,S contains an abelian Sylow 
s-complement. By assumption, CsA n CsS contains a Sylow r,-subgroup 
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9il (-F-E) of (6. Take R, (;tE) in 91, . Then / Csli, ) Mom / CS~~ ~. 11~ (ii), 
%(CsK,) is an r,-subgroup. By the above argument, CsR, contains an al)clian 
Splow u,-complement. Since ‘3, is contained in %(CsR,), this is a contl adiction. 
Similarly we can prow that cvcry CsS is abelian. 
(iv) fo!lows from (iii) [5, 13. 6741. 
(2.10) Axme that j TI(CsA-l) .3‘ 3. Then F(CsA) is a p-group. 
Proof: Suppose thatF(Cs,-l) IS not ap-group. Then by (2,9)F(Csil) C.S~Y. 
Let 9 and 9 be the Sylow p-subgroup and Sylow p-complement of CsS, 
respectively. Let ‘j3 be a S>-lowp-subgroup of Csrl. Then CsA/X is a Frobcnius 
subgroup \vith CsX~.X the kernel. EIence v/X is cl-clic or gencralizcd 
quatcrnion [5, p. 5021. 
First assume that $1/.X is a generalized quaternion group of order p”, 
where p 2. Then there exist elements Q and R of +j3 and S, T, ti’ and I _ of .t: 
such that li IQR - Q-l& Qz”-’ ~7 R”T, QZR-’ lJ, R” := v, and $J,lW == 
(Q, R>,Z’/X. 30, suppose that 9 is not cyclic. Let ‘1U be a normal subgroup of 
type (2, 2) of $ contained in 9. Then CsR2 contains mu. If 1 CsRS 1 7 /IsX i, 
then by (2.9), (iii) CsR2 is abelian. Th’ IS implies that CsR” is contained in Cs*-I. 
This is a contradiction. Hence / CsR” ~ -~ 1 Cs.4 ,. If F((‘.sK’) is a ?-group, 
then we have that ‘1; : X >, 1 ‘J 1. Th’ 1s is a contradiction. Hence F(CsR2) is 
not a 2-group. Let 9* and 2)” bc the Sylow ?-subgroup and Sylow 2-com- 
plement of F(CsR?), respectively. Let v” be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CsRZ. 
Then ‘$\*:.Xx is cyclic or gcneralizcd quatcrnion. This implies that 
(21;nx” + E. Take an clement II’ (+E) of m n 3”. Then Cs61 contains 
2)” and ?). This implies that 2) :: ?)q.. This is a contradiction. Therefore .t: 
is cyclic. Hence ‘$3 n CsS -,L %. Thus C’SQ~“~~ contains X. This implies that 
/ C’SQ~‘~-~ 1 -= , Cd /. As above, F(C@+’ ) is not a 2-groupIf CsQ is properly 
contained in CSQ~“-~, then CsQ F(CSQ~“~‘). Let X’ be the Sylow 2-subgroup 
of CsQ. Then [Q, .X] is contained in .X n X =m= E. This is a contradiction. 
Hence CsQ ;= CSQ~“-~. Similarly, xw obtain that CsR CsR”. Since Q)2”m” 
and Ra commute, this implies that Q and R commute. This is a contradiction. 
Thercforc, $3/X is cyclic. 
Assume that p is odd. Let q/X b c of order p” and P9 a generator of ‘@/X. 
Assume that a 2; 2. If .X is not cyclic, w--e can get a contradiction as above. 
Hence we may assume that X is cyclic. Therefore ‘$3 is metacyclic. If ‘$ is not 
cyclic, then by a theorem of Huppert [5, p. 4521, 6 is not simple. Hence $3 
is cyclic. By the transfer theorem of Turkin-Zassenhaus [2, 20.121 we have 
that CsA is properly contained in NJ(~). As in the proof of (2.8) we can then 
prove that CSA is nilpotent. This contradicts (2.9). Therefore, we obtain that 
a =: 1. If / CsP [ :; / Csx’ 1, then by (2.9), (iii), CsP is abelian. This implies 
that CsP is contained in CsA. This is a contradiction. Hence / CsP j ! CsA 1. 
Let X* be the Sylow p-subgroup of F(CsP). Since M n X* =- (5, we have 
that 1 9 n CsP i = p. This implies that ~ +1-; 1= p3 [4]. II!- the transfer 
theorem of Kielandt [5, p. 4471 we have that C’s9 is proptAy contained in 
l\;.;A-lI . This leads to a contradiction as above. Hence we obtain that p 2. 
Let ‘I-;/-t: bc of order 2” and P9 a generator of +&:.X. Assume that LE -: 2. 
As above, we may assume that .X is cyclic. ‘I’hcrefore, +$J is metacyclic. Then 
by a theorem of RIazurov [IO] ‘$? is of type (2, 2) or of maximal class. Hence 
WC’ obtain that a 1. Now ue show that Z(v) is of order 2. Aksumc the 
contrary. If ! CsP ~ = 1 CsS , then by (2.9) Csl’ is abelian and C’s/’ n $2) 6. 
Let $2)” be the S\-low 2-complement of CsP. Then $2) A y)” 1l. But since 
c’sl’ contains Z(‘q), this is a contradiction. If i CsP ~ 0.-l , then let 9,” 
and ‘!)* be the Svlow 2-subgroup and Sylow 2-complement of F(CsP). 
Then-9 n X* 7’- E. Let Z (7’ E) be an element of 9 n 9’. c’s% contains ‘i) 
and ‘!)X. Since ‘J n \!)+ -= e’, and since F(CsZ) contains $2) and ‘!) +, this 
is a contradiction. Hence ~ Z(‘JJ)i E. Then by a theorem of Sukki [4] 
‘1: is of type (2, 2) or of maximal class. Then bv Theorem \YO, (fi is isomorphic 
with LF(2, I), where 1 is odd and 1 ‘:. 5. Sik LF(2, I) is three-headctl, this 
is a contradiction. 
(2. I I) ~-lssunle that ! II(Cs.4) - 3. IA S ( ,’ E) be u plewr~uf qf (6. T/m 
c’s*\- ~~ 1 Cs.? ‘. 
I’rmf. Assume that CsS ~ 7’ / Cs--1 1. Since CsS is not h-cc, wi- niav 
assume that CsS is properly contained in C’sA. By (2.9), (‘s.Y is abelian. Let 
A’ and $2) be the Sylow p-subgroup and Sylow p-complement of C’sS, 
respectively. By (2.10), F(Ck-1) / X. HcnceF(Csrl) n .\-s.X I- .t. Let .Y1 be 
an element ofF(CsA) n ;YsX - X. Then [.t’, AY;m“z)zY,] =_ E. If S~~‘y)z\-~ s), 
then [-\; , ‘!)I == F(CsA) n $2) : Q. This is a contradiction. 
(2.12) A-lssume that II(Cs.-3)~ 1. 3. Let iv DC a S~h:c p-.w0,psrp of C’.s.-l. 
Then *1-; is qf esponent p. 
l’ro~j~ Assume that $ is of exponent p”, Lvhere a 1 2. ‘l’hen by (2. I I), 
%((,‘s.3) contains an element C of order p”. Let *Y be an clement of CJ;J of 
order 1). ‘I’hen CsC.Y :: CsC” = Cs3. Hence all elements of (,‘,s-J of order p 
belong to %(CsA). This implies that v ~~~~ Z((S,-l). This is a contradiction. 
(2.13) II(C.sA)! = 2. 
Proqf. Assume the contrary. Let ‘1; bc a S\-lowp-subgroup of Cs.1. l’hcn 
b?- (2.12) ‘q is of exponent p. Hence if p =-~ 2, then ‘@ is elemcntarv ahclian. 
l’hen by Theorem WA, (6 is isomorphic to some 1,1;(2, I), where 1 ii odd and 
I “, 5. Since LF(2, I) is three-headed, this is a contradiction. Thercforc, 
p is odd. 
Let ‘i) be a Sylow p-complement of Cs-2. Then n(C,s--1) n(l\‘.s!)). 
In fact, if s is a prime of 1 iVs?j ~ not bclonginy to n(Cs--l), then let S ( -.+I E) 
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bc an x-clcmcnt of -X7x2). I,et .X be the Sylon- p-subgroup of Cs+l). Then S 
normalizes CsX. (S CsX is a Frobenius groups \vith CsX the kernel. B>- a 
theorem of ‘Ik~mpson [ET, p. 4991, Cs9 1s nilpotcnt. 13~ the proof of (2.1 I) 
Cs.X contains Csj) properly. ‘This is a contradiction. 
Let !I{ ( (5) be the Sylon- r-subgroup of $2). Then since C.s!Y ~~ C’s?). \ve 
obtain that .V.sN ~S’j). If .\is$% : CM, then by the transfer theorem of 
Burnsidc (6 is not simple. Hence :VsYI contains Cs!N properly. Let ‘v’ 
be a S!-low p-subgroup of X.s:Fy). Then ~\~.s’!) jY\!). Since CT?!) Sj), 
X n Z(+I;‘) m.1 (2. Let -4’ (-;I I:‘) bc an clement of d n Z(‘1-;‘). Then (‘~~4’ 
contains .\_V’j). I,et ‘1;” bc a Sylow p-subgroup of Csr2’. Since -\-sj) /’ Csj), 
F(Cs.-I’) ‘v”. (IsA-l’~F(Cs.J’) is a Frobenius group with ‘~)F(Csd’):F(C’s.~‘), 
the lxrnel. Hence ‘~“/F(C.sz-l’) is qclic. ‘I’hcrcforc, +I-;” : E‘(C’s.-I’) p. 
Since (I;((‘.srl) f? !\~sX)!!),;.t ‘. 15 3 Frohcnius group xvith (F((‘s~~) n ~\~s.%)~.t’ 
the kernel, ‘1) is cyclic. Put .\‘s’q” n (‘x.-I’ +Q”j)‘, where $1)’ is a subgroup 
of yi. If 2,’ ti:-, then choose an clement .Y of .Vs’j) n (‘VI” -: F(C:L-I’)). ‘Then 
[.V, ‘j,‘] ‘1;” n $1) = &. Since ever\. .t is contained in F((‘s-I), this is a 
contradiction. ‘I’hcrcfore, xfc~ obtain that ‘1)’ B. ‘I’hen 111. a theorem of 
j\.iclandt [5] <‘.\A is p-nilpotvnt. ‘Tllis i5 a contradiction. 
(2, t4i Irr (2.8) both (i) N/M/ (ii) Md. 
I’~c,q: \\-e rlatmxtc the proof of (2.8) (2.13), so that v-e avoid to use the 
fact II((‘S.~l) ‘3. 
Assu~nc the contrary. B!- (2. t 3) fl(c’s.-I) ( p, v/. In particular, C’.sA-l is 
solvable [5, p. 4921. T\- e may assume that C’sS contained in Cs. I contains a 
sy1o\z- sut>glYHlp 5 ( i’ q of (‘s.Yl. 
If Z(C5.1) is not 3 p-group, thrn let (’ ( / I:‘) t X aI1 I--~klllUlt (If %(c’L-I). 
I,ct .Y bc :I primary element of (‘s-q. Then since Cs:l n C‘S~\~ Cd f7 L’.s.Y, 
CsA A C’s.Y contains a conjugate of S. Hence it is easy to see that S is a 
central direct factor of (ii-J. Furthermore, as in the proof of (2.8) \vc can 
prove that (‘s-f satisfies the condition ( k +) in (2.2). 11 ’ 7 lis is a contradiction. 
Hence u c may assume that %(C’s,-l) is a p-group. 
1,et I) ( E) bc an clement of the center of a SJ-low r-subgroup of C’s,-/. 
‘I’llen v c’ ma!; assume that (‘s~,~D contains G and Cs--ID is properly contained 
in C’,s.-l. I Icncc E is a Sylow v-subgrollp of Cs. I. Since every r-element of a 
solvable group, (k-l is contained in the center of some con-jugate of E, it is 
easy to set that E is abelian. If there exists an clement S of 5 such that 
j C&S Cs:~l , then wc may assume that C’sS (‘s:f. This contradicts 
the fact that Z(C’.s+3) is a p-group. Hence we have that i Csli = : CSS for 
ever? r-clement R (;li B) of Cs-4. Now let C’s9 be properly contained in (‘s-4. 
Let .\- 1-Z ZI-, where 1- and % are p- and r-elements, respectively. 
If % 1 I:‘, then, since Cs,Y is contained in CsZ :m CsAZ, CsS is abelian. 
If -\- I-, then, since CsS is minimal, C’sX- is nilpotent and contains *1. 
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Hence the Sylow u-subgroup of CsX is contained in Ck-l. This implies that 
Cs*Y is abelian. 
Sow by the proof of (2.10) we obtain that F(Cs&-I) is a p-group. 
By the proof of (2.11) we obtain that ~ Cs,Y 1 =-- ~ Cs.4 for every p-element 
s ( i-i?) of 6. 
13~ the proof of (2.12) we obtain that a Sylow ~-subgroup of (6 is of 
cxponellt p. 
Finally, by the proof of (2.13), we get a contradiction. 
(2.15) Let IqCsA) [p, I’) and Zi’(CsB) : {q, sj. Let $A and !N be 
S~ho p- and Sylozc r-subgroups of Csii, respectively. Let El and Z he LSFlozu 
q- and s subgroups of CsB, sespectively. ‘Then 
(i) %(c’s-3) ~7 Z(p)i)z(%) and %(CsR) ~:= Z(U)Z(S); 
(ii) .Ys(Cs.-l) = Cs.J and :Ts(CsB) CsB; 
ad 
(iii) Every {p, Y I-element of fS is contained in some coujugate of CL-I, ad 
e-iery (q, $-element of 0-j is contained in some conjugate qf CsB. 
Proof. (ij follows from the fact that CsS and CsI. contain no Sylow 
subgroups (~; (9) of 6. (ii) is obtained by the proof of (2.8). (iii) follows from(i). 
(2.16) o?ze of the following t%o statements is true: 
(i) (,i contains an element .I7 which is contained in e.vartly we cot!ju,gate 
uf C.S. I 
(ii) CC, contains an element IT which is ro?Ltained in e.~artl?: one umiuyate 
of‘ (‘SK. 
I’mof. ,Issume the contrary. l’hcn we consider the permutation represen- 
tation A4 of 6 induced by CsA as follows. Let Q be the set [G ‘Cs.-IG, G t 05; 
of all the conjugates of Cs,4, called points. To an element _\I of 6 we 
correspond the permutation 
Let G(i) bc the subset of 6 consisting of all elements ,I- of (6 such that A(,J-) 
leaves exactly i points of J? fixed (i =: 0, l,..., nJ). Then since .-I(%) is transitive 
on 1’2, we obtain that 

the kernel, Zz(‘j3)jZs(‘jJ) n 23i is cyclic. Therefore, 23, n (Z,(!@) - Z(‘p)) is 
not empty. Let I’be an element of 23i n (X2(+$) ~ Z(v)). Then CSP~ := CsC:, 
and C’s I ~, contains D(v). IIcnce 2Ji, is normal in +JJ. Uy (2.18) this implies 
that !M, is contained in F(Csd). Similarly 2X$ is contained in F(Cs,-I). Since 
the assumptions made for $? and !N are symmetric, \vc obtain similarI>- that 
23i and 2qz are also contained in F(Cs=l). ‘I’1 ‘: ‘. II> 1s a contradiction. 
(2.20) In the ?zotatifln of (2.19), either i?‘,(‘1;)!Z(‘~) OY Z,(%):Z(!li) is rylic. 
Pwof. ‘hiulne the contrary. By (2.19) let C‘SV I 3c 1 unicluc u-subgroul~ tt ” 
of C’x.~!. Let 23 and 2E be the Sylow p- and S$ow v-sul~groups of (Isi!, 
respectiwly. Since $UY23Z(cJ’) 1 IS a Frobenius group with 2W+BH%(91) the 
lterllel. and by tl le proof of (2.19) 23 contains D(“@), $:23 is cyclic and 
!a : %(!N) ‘1; : 23. Similarly, 91:!E is cyclic and 23 : Z(‘I;) . ’ 91 : ‘111. Let 
P23 ant! R?U be generators of q/23 and WW, respectively. Now by (2.18) 
CL4 R n i’s I- Z(Cs.l) and C‘sCl’ n Csl’ Z(C’s.4). ‘Therefore, CsA : 
C’s.4 11 C‘s c CsCP CsC.. This implies that +1‘( : 23 23 : Z(‘Jq and 
!li : ‘iG : Z(!N). This is a contradiction. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Let I’ he any clement of C.s.-l ~- %(CsA). If 
I-is primary, then, since Csl’n CL4 ~~ C’sV n C’sC, ~ Csl’n Cd ~ -= / CsS ,. 
If ~ C’s1. I CL4 i, let \- l”1’“” 1-‘:“17”, +,ere I’,: and 1.’ 4- are 
p- and I-elcmcnts, rcspectivel!-. \T’e ma)- assume that 1?” =Y: 1:‘. Then 
C’s\. CSJ’~~. Hence CS~.P, C.s=l == CsI-* n CsA and i Cslyn CsA4 1 :== CLY ,. 
If C.‘S)~ ~: j Css,V 1, then by assumption CsJ’ Cs.1. ‘Therefore, by [6] 
C’s.-I is nilpotent. This is a contradiction. 
(2.22) In (2.20) both Z,(?$J)/%($l) and Z,(%):‘Z(9?) ure c3dic. 
P;YM$ Xssumc the contrary. Then we may assume that &($)/Z(‘$) is not 
cyclic. Let CsT: be a u-group of Cs;Z and 23 and YU the Sylow p- and Sylow 
F-s~tbgroups of Csl,‘. A4s in the proof of (2.19) we obtain that $23 is normal in ‘@ 
and that ‘1U is contained in F(CsA). Let 2l.3” lx the Sylow r-subgroup of 
F(Cs. I). If YU -= 2I3*, then F(C.s,q) == CsC:. Since 212 properl~~ contains %(!I<), 
as in the proof of (2.19), we obtain that 212 contains D(‘X). Then as in the 
proof of (3.20) wc get the contradiction. Hence 2UA contains 2U properly. 
This implies that F(CsA) = Z(?j3)2U*. Now it is easy to see that 
F(Csil)/Z(cJq = F(Cs:ljZ(rn)). 
Therefore, by the theorem of Fitting [5, p. 2771, we obtain that 2I3”’ contains 
qtq. sow [qli), 23] is contained in 23 n ‘my 6. Hence Z,(%) is 
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contained in !E?. Then as in the proof of (2.19) we obtain that YJ is normal in 
91 and that 8 is contained inF(CsA). This is a contradiction. 
(2.23) Z~(Cs.4) contains no u-elements. 
PPYX$ \\-e use the same notation as in (2.22). If&(+$) contains a u-element, 
we can get a contradiction as in the proof of (2.22). Hence we may assume that 
Z($J) and &(!I$) contain no u-elements. 
Choose an element P of Z,(v) -- Z(v). Tl ien obviously ‘$1 : +p n C’sZY’ 
divides Z(‘$)i. Since CsPC n Cs(’ Z(Cs.-l), WC have that 
?;ow let \- be a c-element of (k-l. Let C’s.? be a conjugate of (‘s.f \j hich 
contains C’sl.. Then c’s,4 ,I~ Csrl’. C’sl- contains %(Ck-l) and Z((Js-‘1”). 
Since Z(Cs.-l) n Z(c’s.-l*) -= C, b we have that ) %(Csil)i divides C’S~- : (C’s.-l) 
CsC: : Z(CsA4). Xow let R be an element of %,((31) -- %(5X). Then as above 
‘32 : !li n Cs.iR divides %(!R) , and Cs.dR C’sC’ : (‘~1. mm: C’sl : %(C’s.-l). 
Therefore, we obtain that Cs-4 _- CsPC C.rI ., and hence that 
C.s/T : %(CsA) = j %(CsA)’ 
‘I’hercfore, (‘~1’ ~~~ Z(CsA)%(C‘s.l*) is abelian. Since C’s.4 (‘.\I (‘x1., 
c’s=2 is metabelian [5, p. 6741. If D(Cs.4) contains a u-clcmrnt, xc ma)- 
assume that D(Cs.4) is contained in Cs(. Then \~e get a contradiction as 
in the proof of (2.22). 
(2.24) 6 is not two-headed. 
Proof. Let l. be a u-element of CsA-l. \\‘e may assume that 1. is ap-element. 
Let I’ and C’* bc transfers from (6 and C’s=2 into ‘1;, respectively, n-here ‘$3 is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of Csd containing 1 ‘. Now suppose that .Y ’ 1 -‘.Y Iwlongs 
to ‘$3. If Smt(Cs.4)S m/‘- CsA, then, since ’ 1,~ is a u-element, vve obtain that 
S-‘AY’.\ Sf ~~ E. Therefore, I’([:) =-- C’*( li). Kow since 1 does not 
belong to D(Csd) by (2.23), vve obtain that I’*( t!) y’= D(‘$). This contradicts 
the simplicity of 65. 
3. THREE-HEADED CASE (I) 
Let 1li , II? and r13 he maximal. Let .-I, R and C be elements of (i, such 
that Oj : Cs.4 ~~ ,?I , CC, : CsB mm E, , and (C, : CsC f$ > respcctivcl!-. Then 
the purpose of this section is to prove that at lest one of Cs--1, C’sR and (‘SC is 
free. 
(3.1) (i’unihin) Let 9 be a finite guoup. Let s (+E), 1’ ( ;IE) and z ( fl?) 
be elements qf f such that X : Cs9, X : CsI’ and .t : Cd are pairwise relatine!l 
prime. Then .X is not simple. 
Prtrc$ [I. Theoreme II]. 
By (Ii), n1 , n, , and No are not pairwise relatively prime. But by the 
equation ( F) in Section I, we have that (n, , II? , n,) 1. 
(3.2) .\-0 two uf lzl ) n, and n3 are relatizlely prime. 
Proof. \\.e may assume that i(,.J,xi p, ;,‘I3 ;~ -~~- q and <‘C, == I’ are 
primes. SO\V suppose that (nl , n2) =. 1. Then CC, == Cs-4 CsB. By the 
proof of (2.3) we obtain that p ;‘- q, (nl , p) 7-7 1, n, I_ O(mod q), (n, , q) 1 
and t7? O(modp). Furthermore, by the proof of (2.2), both Cs.4 and Cs6r 
arc not free. 
Let .X he a prime divisor of ~ 6 ~. \Ve show that x divides n, or 1~~ . To show 
this KC‘ ma!- assume that .Y is distinct from p and q. Sow assume that 
(n,~,, , ,A) 1. Let .X be a Sylow .v-subgroup of 6. Then we may assume that 
.t’ is contained in Csil n CsB. Let X (+E) be an element of Z(X). If 
~ (‘s.Y = rs.4 ‘) then (6 :- CsS CsR and B belongs to CS.~~. ‘l’his 
implies the nonsimplicity of 6. Hence ~ Cs,Y ~ 71 / Cs:3 1. Similarly, 
~ (‘s-1- CsB . If 6 : CsS m. n4 , then, since CsS is minimal, CsA\- is 
nilpotent and the Sylow .y-complement 2) of CsS is abelian. Since A and B 
belong to +j), we have that --IB m~=~ Bd. This implies the nonsimplicitv of 6. 
I-Icncc we obtain that 6 : CsX q n3 and that (6 : CsA-lS == 6 : CsBk ~: n4 . 
Since .t is contained in CsAA7 n CsBX, we see that CsG contains a Sylow 
s-subgroup of (6, where G is an arbitrarv element of 6. Therefore, Cs.X 
and its colljugatcs exhaust 6. This implies that 6 ~~ C.s.X. Hence 6 is not 
simple. ‘I’his is a contradiction. 
So\\- we show that if X is contained in CsA or CsB, then Z(X) is contained in 
%((‘.s. I j or Z(Csn), respective&-. To show this, let us assume that .X is contained 
in C.s.J and let -Y ( ;-E) be an element of Z(X). If Cs.4 ,k C,‘sAX, then 
(i, : (‘.s.l.\- n4 and (n4 , s) -1 I. This enforces CsB to be free. This is a 
contradiction. Therefore we have that Cs-4 mu= C’sdS. 
If (II;: , 1,) I, let $3 be a Sylow r-subgroup of 8. \Ve may assume that ‘3Z is 
contained in Cs.4 n CsC. Then Z(‘$?) is contained in %(CsA). Since C 
belongs to Z(!X), this implies a contradiction that CsA4 -= CsC. Therefore, 
v divides 17:~ Since CsC does not contain a Sylow r-subgroup of 6, CsC is not 
free. Hence ?z3 divides n4 
I,ct 0 be an element of (5 such that CC, : CsD = n4. Then n4 is divisible b! 
tzl and 12~ . 
Let 71‘ be a prime. Let w(A), W(B) and w(C) be Sylow zc-subgroups of 
Cs.-l, C‘s6 and CsC, respectively. Since n3 is maximal, there exist two primes x 
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and y such that ~ x(C)] $ ~ x(A)1 and /y(C), 2 1 y(B)!. Then obw~usl~ 
I\: + y. We may assume that x(C) is cnntained in k(R). Kow by a theorem of 
Rrrnsidc [5, p. 4911 there exists a prime divisor t of I Cci j such thilt f .*: q 
and that CsB contains a Sylow f-subgroup of 6. Then if s q, 11'c can 
replacc B bl; a I’-elcmcnt B’ such that CI~R’ - CsB. Hence we may assume 
that .x / (1. 
If Z(Cs(“) is not an r-group, we may assume that r -;’ s. Let S ( r E) be 
an clement of ~(~~(~)). Then CsBX contains x(C). Therefore C’.sBS .’ 
; 0l.I /. Since CsH contains CrBS, \v\;ve of&n that C.rK :- C'sIfS C‘s.'i. Now 
C’KS contains .s(C) and CsC ~-= CsCI-. Hence i CsCAY Csi) . ‘[‘his is 
a contradiction. Hence Z(CK) in an ~-group. 
Since s ,“ y, WC‘ may assume that .x -/I I’. Then as above we obtaitr that 
1 CSCLY 1 1 CsD and that x(C) is contained in CsCS. This is a contra- 
diction. ‘I’hcrefore (q , ~2~) 7 I 
By (3.2) we may assume that (vr , p) I-- I, IQ n3 O(rnod p), (t/2 , (1) I, 
II] --- 77, - O(mod q), (na , r) I, and n, IZ? O(mod Y). 
Sow we assume that CsA, C’.&, and CsC arc not free. Let S, I7 and % he 
elements of 6 such that CJ*Y, CssY, and ts% are properly contained in 
Cs=I, Cs‘sB, and CX, respectiwly. 
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Let s be a prime divisor of (r> i distinct from p, 9 and r. \Ve may assume 
that Csil contains a Sylow s-subgroup E of Cft. Let S (#E) be an element 
of X(G), Then we have that CsAS contains G and / CsdS ’ =: j CsX /. This 
shows that CsG and its conjugates exhaust (6. Hence (6 ~~ 06. This contra- 
dicts the simplicity of <r?. 
(3.5) C’sS, c’s I- and Cs% ore nhelian. 
Pro$ Since pyr divides the order of C&Y, by (3.4) t’s,Y is the direct 
product of the Sylow p-subgroup and the abelian Syiotv p-complement. Let 
Q (+E) and R (+S) be q- and ,.-elements of CsS, respectively. If 
Cs$lR CsS or 1 Cs_OR == 1 C& or 1 Cs_OR 1 = i C’sC 1, then the Svlom 
P-subgroup of C.sS is abelian. IIence me may assume that I CsQR 1 =-= C’s,4 ‘. 
This contradicts (3.4). 
(3.6) Tlh may chose CsS so that CsS is coritaiizetr’ irz CL-I n CsB n fYsC. 
Proof. \‘l‘r shorn that CsS contains a q-element H’ such that GAY is 
contained in CSB’ and I Csl3’ 7~ 1 CsB 1. Let R” be any g-element of &‘ss. 
We may assume that B” helongs to CsR. If Cs‘sLz” = Cs.Y, then Cs,Y contains B. 
Put II’ = 3. If j CsB” j := i CsB ‘, put B’ ::- El”. If CsR” --= / C’s,-I / or 
/ CsC ;, we get a contradiction against (3.4). 
Let ‘1;, 0 and 91 be S+v p-, Sylow q- and Sylow r-subgroups of 0.4, 
CsB and CsC, respectively. Then by (3.4) and (3.6) CsA .-z $JK’sS, 
C’sB = UCsS and Cs(’ _ 91c‘s.V. In particular, Cs,-l, CsB and CsC are 
solvable [5, p. 6741. 
Pm$. Assume the contrary. Then CsFs :..- F(Csd) = P(C.&) =: FjC.yC). 
Hence X.Y(CSS) : (6. This contradicts the simplicity of (5. 
(3.8) Tzco qf the statements itr (3.7) are true. 
l’mof. By (3.7) we may assume that F(Csd) is a p-group. Let ‘$J** I* 
and ‘3s” be the Sylowp-, S!-low q-, and Sylow r-subgroups of CsX, respectively. 
By a theorem of Fitting [S, p. 2771 me have that F(Cs;J) f ‘j3*. Then since 
(F(Cs.4) n Xs~$?*)U*%*;b$i* IS a Frobenius group with F(Cs_3) n :\~s~~/‘@* 
the kernel, D*%* is cyclic. Xow assume that (ii) and (iii) in (3.7) are false. 
Then we have that CsX -: F(CsB) = F(CsC). SVc may assume that q > r. 
Since ‘32” is cyclic, D‘51^ is r-nilpotent. Hence [O, %*I E. This contra- 
dicts (3.4). 
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(3.9) By (3.8) we may assume that F(c’s.4) andF(CsU) are p- and q-groups, 
respectiwly. n’ozc if F(C’ssC) is not an r-group, then I’ < p and Y <,a 9, 
Psoof. FlT’c hal-e that F(C,‘sC) Cs-Y. 1%~ the proof of (3.8) CszY is qclic. 
Since ‘$J*‘%,l?N:Hx is a Frobcnius group \\,ith ‘q”!11*j!H” the kernel, /I I’. 
Similarly 9 ’ I’. 
Sow wc can get a desired contradiction as follows. \Ve may assume that 
p 9 ..I I’. ‘Then by (3.9)F(Cszq) andF(CsB) arep-and q-groups, respectively. 
AIoreo\-er CsS is cyclic. Therefore F(C,‘sA4) v. 
\Ve show that :Vsq and its conjugates exhaust (ci. Ixt G ( /-I:) he an! 
elcmcnt of 05. If CsG 1 CLJ ‘, then by (3.4) G is a p-element. If 
CsG CsH 1 of / Csc’ ~, then G is a 9- or r-clcmcnt, respecti\-cl!-. Since 
CsG is not free, there exists an element Ti’ in CrG such that CsW is properl) 
contained in CsG. G belongs to Csll’. Hy the proof of (3.6) there exists a 
p-element .I’ (;,.~ K) such that (‘SW is contained in CsA and that 
Cs,,I’ (‘s&-l Finall!-, if CsG i CSAV , then CsG is not free. Hence 
there exists an elcmcnt I1 in CsG such that C‘sG is contained in C‘sD properl! 
and that Csl) C’s/! Therefore. 2S’v ($5 and R is not simple. 
4. THREE-HEADED C’ASI: (II) 
\Ye use the same notation as in Section 3. EL- Section 3 x\c gnaw assume that 
CsC is free. The purpose of this section is to show that Cs.-l or C‘sB is free. 
Assume that CsA and CsR arc not free. 
ProoJ If C’sS contains a Sylow subgroup (Z(2) of (‘i, then (C, is of isolated 
type and hence (fi is not simple [6]. 
(4.2) 17(Cd) L7(C’sB) ~~~ {/I, q;. 
Proof. Assume that n(CsAq)~ G> 3. Let s bc a prime of U(Csi3) distinct 
from p and 9. Let G be a Sylow s-subgroup of (ci. We may assume that G is 
contained in Cs.;l. Let S (+E) be an element of Z(G). Then since Cs.l2S 
contains 6, by (4.1) we obtain that CsAS -= Csrl. This shows that if .X is a 
Sylow subgroup of Q5 contained in Csil, then Z(W) is contained in Z(Cs.4). 
Hence, as in (I. I), we can prove that CsZ n CsA is abelian for every element 
Z of CsA ~ Z(CsA). Furthermore, if X is contained in Z(CsA), then X is con- 
tained in CsS contradicting (4.1). H ence we have that / n(CsA’ : Z(CsA))i 13 2. 
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Therefore, by (1.3) Cs=l is nilpotent. This contradiction shows that 
1 n(Cs<-l)i == 2. Since n(&Y) ~= [p, q), me have that 
IqCd) = IqCsB) = {p, q). 
(4.3) IA? y und 1; i * be Sylozu p-subgroups of Cs;l and CsB, respertizely. 
Let Cc and L? be Sylozu q-subgroups of Cs,4 and CsB, respectit;ely. Then zce 
can choose -4, B, and S so that ‘$l*C + CsS is contained in 0.4 n C’sB. It1 
purticular, zce may assume that ‘$3 * and 1* are contained in $1 und 0, respertizely. 
.lloreover, ?JJ * and C * are abelian, 
l’roof. \\:e may assume that D’ is contained in D. If Z(U”) is contained in 
Z(Cs.-f), then let 2 (=A?) h e an element of Z(XJ*). Then C’s% --= Cs.1 contains 
B. This is a contradiction. Let B, be an element of Z(C-) - Z(CsA). Then 
D”” is contained in CsAR, C’s&4 n CsB, . Similar]!;, we can find an element 
-I1 of Z(+$*) - Z(CsB), so that ‘JJ;” is contained in Cs;l,B CS,~, n CsB. If 
CsR, 1 :- CsB I, we are done. If ~ CsB, 1 ~ Csl’ ‘, then Cs.lB, :- CsB, 
contains B. 
Since Cs=l is solvable [5, p. 4921 d an since everv q-element of CsAJ contains _
a S+v q-subgroup of CsL-l, O* is abelian. Similarly ‘p* is abelian. 
(4.4) Either p = 2 or q = 2. 
Proof. ,ksume the contrary. Then by a theorem of I;eit-Thompson [3], 
CsC is of exn order. Since CsC is free, CsC is abelian [6]. In particular, a 
Svlolv 2-subgroup of O> is abelian. 
isomorphic with some LF(2, 1), 
Therefore, by Theorem \VA, Oj is 
where 1 is odd and 1 -; 7. But in LF(2, I), 
C.sA1 or CsH is free. Henceforth we assume that p m:~ 2. 
(4.5) The exponent of ‘j? is at least 4. 
Proof. Othcrwisc, y is elementary abelian. 
(4.6) There exists a 2-element A’ suck that Cs,-l’ ~-: Cszl- ~. 
Proqf. Assume the contrary. Then let A” be an element of %(C.sd) of 
order 4. Let .A! * be any involution of C,S~~. Then since C.s.4 *A” is contained in 
Cs--l”‘, \ve obtain that C.s.^l’~~” Cs.-l =:- CsA”. This implies that ‘1; is 
abclian. 
(4.7) c’sA-l’ is ahelian. Iloreover, ze can take A’ as -51 irz (4.3). 
Proof. Since Cs;l’ is minimal, Cs=l’ is the direct product of the Sylow 
2-subgroup and the abelian Sylow q-subgroup. We may assume that Cs.1 is 
contained in CsA. Then by the proof of (4.3) we get the second assertion. 
Henceforth, we assume that CsAY is abelian. 
(4.8) F(C’sA) is not a 2-group. 
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Proof. Assume the contrary. By a theorem of Fitting (5, p. 2771 we have 
that F(Cs.4) : y”. Let A, b e an element of F(Cs.-I) n :\FP1;* - #$*. Then 
if -1, belongs to :YsD I, [Al , D,‘] is contained in I +- f-1 F(Cs<-l) c. Since 
csr ’ n Cs.-l is contained in (‘.sR I‘\ (‘S.-I (‘s-\-, tliis is a contradiction. 
Thcrcfore, .1,‘0*.~, ,i I” and [‘p;‘, .1,‘=+.-I,] ti. This shows that 
~ c-s. I’ ~ i C.S.~ 1. This contradicts (4.6). 
(a) Non- \vc get a d csrred contradiction 3s follows: 1:irst, \ve s110w 
that Z(C.L>I) is a 2-group. Assume the coiitrary. Let C’ ( Y K) bc a q-elcmcnt of 
Z(Csz-l). Then we show that (‘s--f n (‘s% is abelian for c\cry elcmcnt % of 
Cs.-i - %(C.sAJ). \\‘c nia>- as~unie that % is primary. If % is a q-element, \vc 
may a8s~mic that Z belongs to (‘So\‘. ‘l’hen C’s% n (‘s.J Cs<Y. If % is a 
2-clement, then c’s% n Cs.-l (‘sC‘.Z. L\‘v may assume that a Sl.;low q-s~h- 
group of CsC% is L?-. Since CsB n C k-1 CkV, (‘SC ‘. n (‘5.4 ( ‘L\ . 
Hence C'LY LX’%. Hence, by (I .3), (‘S.-J is nilpotcnt. ‘I’his is ii contra- 
diction. El!; (4.8) \vc have tllat F((‘s.4) ‘).I *P*. Now$\C ‘;‘i-;” is a Frobenius 
group with ‘v*O-! v” the kernel. In fact, othcr\visc, there exists a y-clement 
H, ( -‘-I<) of C” such t!Jat i (‘SU, (‘~4 . Since CsB, n C’s11 CL\-, 
Eve can rcplacc C’s.-I by. CsK, in the abo\ c argument. Then this contradicts 
the fact that %(Cs.J) is ii 2-group. Hence ‘v’$?- is a cyc!ic or generalized 
cluatcrnion, and (‘1; : ‘p”) ’ L1’ ‘. 
(b) If F(C’sL?) is a q-group, then b> a theorem of Fitting 15, 1’. 2771, 
F(C,sB) contains 0” properly. Now ‘$1*(l’sC x n F(CsH))/I+ is a Frobenius 
group with :V,s:sO” n F(CsR), v ‘ST‘\* the kernel. In fact, othcrwisc, thcrc exists a 
2-element .-I, ( /I<) such that (‘S.-l, 1 i’SR , that Cs:I, contains CsS, 
and that %(Cs:l,) is not a cl-group. l’hcn, as in (a), WC can prove that Cs.4, is 
nilpotcnt. Tliis is a contradiction. Tlrcrefore, since ‘@” is abelian, ‘q” is 
C\XliC. 
Obviously, >ve may assume that $1; x *‘.I’ \ (see (4.6)). Since Cs’p r r.s.\, 
+$J/‘J\ * must be cyclic. Hence $ is mctacpclic. Since C” is abelian, b! 
Theorcnl \\:O, CGw is isomorphic with some LF(2, I), where I is odd and 
I 1 7. But in LF(2,1) Cs.3 or Csl: is free. This is a contradiction. ‘Iberefore, 
F(CsB) is not a q-group. 
(c) I\‘OW F(CsB) -= ‘jl*W. In fact, otherwise, WC can find a 2-element 
--I1 as in (1~) and get a contradiction. Therefore, !Y.s($3*Dy) contains Cs.1 and 
CsR. In particular, we have that (,i == CsC . .Vs(+Q *D%). If CsC is abelian, 
CL satisfies the condition (+ +) in (2.2). ‘I3 11s implies that (ri is not simple. 
Therefore, CsC is a non-abelian r-group of exponent r. Put C’SC ‘Ji. 
Every clement of 4X is contained in the center of some conjtigatc of 91. Hence 
the maximal intersection 3 of 91 with its conjugate is different from ti. 
:\:sB contains at least two Sylow ?--sul~groups. If LVs9 is even, then it is 
easy to set that there exists an element of order 2v in cci. This is a contrs- 

Proof. If CsB or CsC’, sa>- CsB, is of e\en order, then a S\-lobv 2-sul1group 
5 of (6 is abelian. By Theorem \VA, (6 is isomorphic with some 1,1;‘(2, I), 
where I is odd and I 7. But the centralizer of an involution in i,F’(Z, 7) is 
not free. Hence CsB and CsC are of odd orders. Therefore, bv a theorem of 
FcittThompson [3], CL-~ is of even order. 
\Tc may assume that E is contained in C’s:1 by (5. I). Choose dn ~lcment 
S (5; I:‘) of Z(G). Then CL-IS contains S. If C’sS’ (‘~4 8, then ~rcplacc 
C’s24 hi- C‘sS and A1 bv S. If OS c’s.-Is ( ,s .\- , since C’r.Y is 
minimal, CsS is nilpotent. In particular-, C’sS is ?-closed. iI\- ‘l’hi*~ircm S, 
6 is isomorphic with some LF(2, I), v, hex / is odd and 1 : 7. But if the 
centralizer is of even order in LF(2,1), then its ccntcr also is of’ CWII order. 
This contradiction proves (5.2). 
(5.3) Jf 1 IqCS/f)i 3, then %((‘.~:I) is u 7-pm~p. 
Proof. r\ssume the contrary. 1,et s ( J 2) be a prime divisor of %((‘s.-l)‘, 
S a S!-low s-subgroup of (‘s.1. If (CLY : %(C‘L~~) , I, let S be an clement 
OfS Z(C’.s.-l). Then Cs.3,Y Cs.\’ , and c’s.-iS contains S. ‘l’his contra- 
diction shorn s that6 is contained in %((Js.-l). By the transfertheorc~l~ ofi~urnsidc 
[5, p. 4191, wc get that As _ ‘E contains CLA properly. Then -VIZ is a l~rolwnius 
grorip with C.s.A CsE the kernel. By a theorcm of Thompson [S, p. 4991, 
C’sA is nilpotent. BJ- a theorem of FYielandt [5, 13. 2851, the centralizer of c\er! 
involution of (6 is nilpotent. ‘l’hcn by Theorem S, (6 is isomorphic \vi:h sonrc 
LF(2, i), where 1 is a Xlersennc or I;ermat prime. But this conti-adicts the 
assumption 17(c‘s,-l)’ 3. I-icncc \\c have that C’s.V : %(C‘s.A) (mod s). 
If i n(.Z(c’S~-l)) 3, then I~!. (I .3) C’s:! is nilpotent. ‘Ihis is a eoiitrCidiction 
as above. Hence \ve have that n(Z(c’s.4)) 7 Then there exists ,I prime L. 
divisor t of C’s,l such that ( %(C’s.l) , t) 1. I& Z bc a s\-lC,\\ ,‘-sul~~l-oup 
of c’s.3 and T ( / R) and element of Z(1). ‘!‘I. 3en we lia~c that (‘x.-I Y’cont,lins 2 
and (‘~-17 ~ CsS Since C’sd 7’ is minimal, the Hall ( p, tj-complement 
of CL-~ 7’ is contained in %((L I’f). l;urther, since fl(Z(c.sA-! )) 2. the 
Sylo\v t- complement of Cs.-l7’ is contained in Z(Cs.4 7’). IT1 pLlrtiClilU. C’s.4 7’ 
is nilpotent. Since %(Cs.i) contains no S! low subgroups (y ti) of (6. C‘sA 7’ 
contains a w-element w, wliere 2~ is a I”-ime distinct from 2 and f. sucli that II; 
belongs to CAY/ - %(Cs.-l). IIence ~vc get that C’sAq7 C‘s, 1 Ii-. ‘I’hercforc, 
(‘~~-17 is ahclian. 
Sow it is easy to show that C’.sA-l n i‘s% is abelian for C\‘CI J’ ~i~~ncili % of 
C‘SA Z(C’s.4). Hence by (1.3) c’s.3 IS nilpotent. ‘This is a contrnciiction. 
(5.4) !f n(c’.s.-l) 3, then C’s.Y is aheliarr and cwtains cI SJ.lr~r-, 7-cow- 
plevwnt of (‘~~-1. IN particulrrr, C’.vA4 is soln~ahlr [5, p. 6741. 
I’rooj. Let 5 Iv2 an odd primr di\.istfr of (‘s-t i, Z a SJ low s-sui,group of 
(‘S.-I and S ( ; E) an element of Z(E). ‘I’hen C,s.J,Y contains 2 and. by (5.3), 
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I’wyf. (i) Assume the contrar! ‘I’hcn by symmetry wc nlay ~SSLIIY~~‘ that 
Z(‘$-) is nut contained in X(&J). Let P t )c an element of Z(v) ~ %(C’s.A) and 
S ( i E) an s-clement of %(CsA4). ‘I‘1 lcn CJsPS contains ‘1; and is prc~pci-I! 
containctl in c’.s.d. Hence every primal-\- clement of (‘::.-I c~JIlt~~illS 8 sy~ow 
2-subgroup of CS,~. ‘Then it is easy to SW that ‘v is containctl in 7,(C’s. i). ‘I’his 
contradicts (5. IO). (ii) -1 b ssumc the contrar\. ‘I’hen :YsZ(sv) and .t’sZ(G) are 
I~rohcnius groups with Csi2 the kernel. By a theorem of ‘1’hompson [5, 1’. 4991, 
(‘s-4 is nilpotent contradicting (5.10). (iii) f 0 ova from (i) and (ii). (i\) follo~vs 11 
from (iii). 
(5.12) There exist no u-elments in C’s.4, 7dzere u-elements me clejinrtr’ NS in 
(2.17). 
Ploof. \\‘e can apply proofs of (2.17))(2.24) to get a contradiction. 
(5.13) lXere exists a 2-element 7’ of Cs-4 such that (6 : Cs7 Ylj 
Pmf. Assume the contrary. By (5.1 I) tl lc exponent of ‘$I is higgcr than 
two. Let .-I’ be an clement of %(Cs:-J) 0 order 4 and ;1” an in\-olution of (Js.4. f 
Then CS~-~‘~J” C’S~~” ~: Cs.4. Tl ‘y 11s implies that ‘# is abclian. 
(5.14) Z(Cs.4)~ Cs?’ : Z(CL4) II4 n, . 
Proof. ITirst we show that Z(C:z ) t 4 , is divisible by Izq,li/li In fact. let -\: Ix 
an element of C’s;! %(C’s~-l). If S is primary, then C.s*V is contained in Cs.4 
and (‘L-I : C’s.Y = ~z~i;~i If z1F is not primar!., then let S I’% %I-, 
whcrc l- and % arc 2- and s-elements, respcctivcl>-. \\-c may assume that I- 
does not helong to %(Csrl). ‘I’hen c’s,1 n CsS is contained in (‘Is.-1 rl CsI- 
and CL I : CL-l n CSI’ ?14’11?1 . 
Secondly x\-c show that (‘5’1’ : Z(C’sA) ‘c I’ 15 c ivisil)le by %(C’sA),. In fact, 11) 
(5.12), thel-e exists an elemwt z-I’ ( ,‘I?‘) of 6 such that Cs.4’ (‘s. I and 
CsA’ contains Cs7’ prop&y. Hence Z(Csil) and Z(Csil’) arc contained in 
Z(Cs7’). Furthermore, Z(Csil) n Z(CJA’) (?-. 
No\v since CsT is minimal, C’s7 is nilpotent. Let a., and ?, lx th(% Sylow 
2- and Sylow s-suhgroulx of CsT. Let ,Y tx! an clcmcnt-of 6 ~~ Zr . \\.e show 
that C’s7 n Cs,-lS ~~ %(C’s.-l). :Issume the contrary. Let I) i)c an clsrncnt of 
C‘s7 n ~‘.s,-lS’ ~ Z(Cs.4). \Vc ma\- assu~~~c that I) is primary. If I) is a 
?-clcmcnt, then let S’ ( ;‘R) he an element of Z(6). Tl ien we have that (‘S.-I 
contains CsliS’ propel-l\- and that Cs/kS’ contains ?, and S. ‘I’his is :i contra- 
diction. If I> is an s-element, then let P’ (+S) lx an elcmcnt of Z(‘l;). ‘l’hcn vc 
have that Cs,4 contains CsP’II properly and that CsP'D contains 5, and S. 
Since CsDT --= CsT, CsP'D contains CsT. This is a contradiction. Hcncc 
we obtain that CsT n Cs.*zS == Z(Cs=l). 
Sow \\“t: have that 
This implies the assertion, 
(5.14) Obviously implies that CLY is ah&n. Then finally by (1.3) Csiz 
is nifpotent, This is a contradiction. 
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